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Measurement of the Muon g-2 by E989 at Fermilab
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• Beam of polarized muons injected in storage ring
• Both the muon spin and momentum precess
• Because g is slightly greater than 2 the spin 

precesses faster than the momentum

What we measure

Material thanks to Becky Chisle7’s talk at the recent TI Edinburgh workshop 5-9 Sept.



Measurement of the Muon g-2 by E989 at Fermilab
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Need to account for 
acceptance changes due 

to beam motions and 
slow effects on the 

exponential due to muon 
losses

Simple 5-parameter fit
χ2 / ndf = 8191 / 4149

Fit with extra terms
χ2 / ndf = 4005 / 4134

Fit of 𝜔a from `wiggle plot’:

Material thanks to Becky Chisle7’s talk at the recent TI Edinburgh workshop 5-9 Sept.



SM prediction from Theory Initiative  vs.  Experiment

➤ SM uncertainty dominated by hadronic contributions, now with  δ HVP > δ HLbL

A. El-Khadra JETP 07 April 2021

Muon g-2: SM contributions
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aµ = aµ(QED) + aµ(Weak) + aµ(Hadronic)
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Hadronic…

α2

…Light-by-Light (HLbL)

aEW
µ = 153.6 (1.0)⇥ 10�11
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6845 (40) × 10−11

92 (18) × 10−11

…Vacuum Polarization (HVP)

+…

+…

aQED
µ (↵(Cs)) = 116 584 718.9 (1)⇥ 10�11
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Measurement of the Positive Muon 
Anomalous Magnetic Moment to 0.46 ppm
[Phys. Rev. Lett. 126 (2021) 14, 141801]



aμ
hadronic : non-perturbative, the limiting factor of the SM prediction

• Q: What’s in the hadronic  (Vacuum Polarisation &  Light-by-Light scattering)  blobs?

A: Anything `hadronic’ the virtual photons couple to, i.e. quarks + gluons + photons

But: low q2 photons dominate loop integral(s)  ➠ cannot calculate blobs with perturbation theory

• Two very different (model independent) strategies:

1. use wealth of hadronic data, `data-driven dispersive methods’:

§ data combination from many experiments, radiative corrections required

2. simulate the strong interaction (+photons) w. discretised Euclidean space-time, `lattice QCD’:

§ finite size, finite lattice spacing, artifacts from lattice actions, QCD + QED needed

§ numerical Monte Carlo methods require large computer resources
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Muon g-2: Hadronic Corrections

!9

hadronic structure (inside bubbles) governed by the strong 
interactions (Quantum Chromodynamics - QCD) 
Difficult to calculate directly!  
cannot use perturbation theory (as for QED, EW)  
effects depend on the (virtual) photon momenta  

contribution to !  is obtained by integrating over all possible virtual photon 
momenta.                         

aμ

q2

q1
2

q2
2

q3
2



aμ
HVP : Basic principles of dispersive data-driven method

• Total hadronic cross section σhad from  > 100 data sets for  e+e-➞ hadrons  in  > 35 final states

• Uncertainty of aμ
HVP prediction from statistical & systematic uncertainties of input data

• KNT use pQCD only at large s,  no modelling of σhad(s) ,  direct data integration

One-loop diagram with hadronic blob =

integral over q2 of virtual photon, 1 HVP insertion

Causality  ➠ analyticity  ➠ dispersion integral: 
obtain HVP from its imaginary part only

Unitarity  ➠ Optical Theorem:

imaginary part (`cut diagram’) = 
sum over |cut  diagram|2 , i.e.
∝ sum over all total hadronic cross sections

✂

q2
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aμ
HVP : Recent (of 25+ years) experiments providing input σhad(s) data

A. El-Khadra Wine & Cheese, 18 June 2020

Experimental Inputs to HVP

!19

08.02.2018 HVP_2018 6 

 e+e-  facilities involved in HVP measurement  

KLOE SND CMD-3 

HVP measurements 

BaBar 

BNL-821 

BELLE-II 

BES-III 

KEDR 

S. Serednyakov (for SND) @ HVP KEK workshop

FNAL E989

J-PARC g-2/EDM 
E-34

• Different methods: `Direct Scan’ (tunable e+e- beams) & 
`RadiaJve Return’ (Iniial State Radiaion scan at fixed cm energy) ➚

• Over last decades detailed studies of radiaJve correcJons & Monte Carlo Generators for σhad(s)
➤ RadioMonteCarLow Working Group report: Eur. Phys. J. C66 (2010) 585-686
➤ full NLO radiaive correcions in ISR MC Phokhara:  Campanario et al, PRD 100(2019)7,076004
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aμ
HVP : Landscape of σhad(s) data &  most important 𝛑+𝛑- channel
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• hadronic channels for 
energies below 2 GeV

• dominance of 2𝛑

[KNT18, PRD97, 114025]

• Combination of >30 data sets, >1000 points, 
contributing >70% of total HVP

• Precise measurements from 6 independent 
experiments with different systematics and 
different radiative corrections

• Data sets from Radiative Return dominate

[KNT19, PRD101, 014029] 

𝛑+𝛑- :
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aμ
HVP : 𝛑+𝛑- channel  KLOE vs. Babar a puzzle, enlarges WP error 

• Tension between different sets, especially between the most precise 4 sets from BaBar and KLOE

• Inflation of error with local 𝛘2
min accounts for tensions, leading to a ∼14% error inflation

• Important role of correlations; their treatment in the data combination is crucial and can lead to
significant differences between different combination methods (KNT vs. DHMZ)

• Differences in data and methods accounted for in WP merging procedure,
leading to enlarged, conservative error for aμ

HVP.
8

[Plots from KNT19]



aμ
HVP : History plot (data based predictions).  Pies
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• Stability and consolidation over 
two decades thanks to more and 
better data input and improved 
compilation procedures

• Compare with merged DHMZ & 
KNT WP20 value:

aμ
had, LO VP(WP20) = 693.1(4.0)×10-10

Pie diagrams for KNT compila>on:

• error sill dominated by two pion channel

• significant contribuion to error from addiional, 
conservaJve uncertainty from radiaJve correcJons   



aμ
HVP : Lattice result from BMW [Borsanyi et al., Nature 2021]
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Introduction HVP to (g � 2)µ HLbL to (g � 2)µ Conclusions Data-driven Lattice

The BMW result Borsanyi et al. Nature 2021
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(up, down, strange and charm), in a lattice formulation that takes  
into account all dynamical effects. We also consider the tiny contribu-
tions of the bottom and top quarks, as discussed in Supplementary  
Information.

We compute aµ
LO HVP�  in the so-called time–momentum representa-

tion8, which relies on the following two-point function with zero 
three-momentum in Euclidean time t:

∫∑G t
e

x J t J( ) =
1

3
d # ( , ) (0)$, (1)

µ
µ µ2

=1,2,3

3 x

where Jµ is the quark electromagnetic current, with uγ u= −
J

e µ
2
3

µ  
d γ d s γ s cγ c− +µ µ µ

1
3

1
3

2
3 . u, d, s and c are the up, down, strange and charm 

quark fields, respectively, and the angle brackets stand for the 
QCD + QED expectation value to order e2. It is convenient to decompose 
G(t) into light, strange, charm and disconnected components, which 
have very different statistical and systematic uncertainties. Integrating 
the one-photon-irreducible part of the two-point function (equa-
tion (1)), G1γI, yields the LO-HVP contribution to the magnetic moment 
of the muon8–11:

� ∫a α tK t G t= d ( ) ( ), (2)µ γ
LO HVP 2
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and where ω r r r r r r( ) = [ + 2 − ( + 4) ] / ( + 4)2 , α is the fine-structure 
constant in the Thomson limit and mµ is the muon mass. Because we 
consider only the LO-HVP contribution, for brevity we drop the super-
script and multiply the result by 1010, that is, aµ stands for �a × 10µ

LO HVP 10 
in the following.

The subpercent precision that we are aiming for represents a huge 
challenge for lattice QCD. To reach that goal, we must address four 
critical issues: scale determination; noise reduction; QED and strong–
isospin symmetry breaking; and infinite-volume and continuum extrap-
olations. We discuss these one by one.

The first issue is scale determination. The quantity aµ depends 
on the muon mass. When computing equation (2) on the lattice, mµ 
must be converted into lattice units, amµ, where a is the lattice spac-
ing. A relative error of the lattice spacing propagates into about a 
twice-as-large relative error on aµ, so that a must be determined with a 
precision of few parts per thousand. We use the mass of the Ω baryon, 
MΩ = 1,672.45(29) MeV, from ref. 1 to set the lattice spacing, where the 
uncertainty in the parentheses denotes one standard deviation. We 
also use a scale based on the gradient flow from ref. 12, denoted as w0, 
to define an isospin decomposition of our observables. Although w0 
can be determined with sub-per-thousand precision on the lattice, it 
is inaccessible experimentally. In this work we determine the physical 
value of w0 by including QED and strong–isospin symmetry-breaking 
effects: w0 = 0.17236(29)stat(63)syst(70)tot fm, where the first error is 
statistical, the second is systematic and the third is the total error. 
In total, we reach a relative accuracy of 4‰, which is better than the 
error of the previous best determination13, the value of which agrees 
with ours. There the pion decay constant was used as experimental 

Strong–isospin breaking

Connected light Connected strange Connected charm Disconnected

633.7(2.1)stat(4.2)syst 53.393(89)stat(68)syst –13.36(1.18)stat(1.36)syst

0.11(4)tot

Bottom; higher-order;
perturbative

Other

Finite-size effects

Disconnected

–4.67(54)stat(69)syst

aP
LO-HVP (×1010) = 707.5(2.3)stat(5.0)syst(5.5)tot

QED isospin breaking: valence 

Isospin-symmetric

Connected Disconnected

Connected Disconnected

Connected

DisconnectedConnected

–0.55(15)stat(10)syst

–0.040(33)stat(21)syst

0.011(24)stat(14)syst

–1.23(40)stat(31)syst

–0.0093(86)stat(95)syst

0.37(21)stat(24)syst

6.60(63)stat(53)syst

QED isospin breaking: sea

QED isospin breaking: mixed

Isospin-symmetric

Isospin-breaking

18.7(2.5)tot

0.0(0.1)tot

14.6(0)stat(1)syst

Fig. 1 | Contributions to aµ, including examples of the corresponding 
Feynman diagrams. Solid lines are quarks and curly lines are photons. Gluons 
are not shown explicitly, and internal quark loops are shown only if they are 
attached to photons. Dots represent coordinates in position space, boxes 
denote the mass insertion relevant for strong–isospin symmetry breaking.  
The numbers give our result for each contribution; they correspond to our 

‘reference’ system size defined by Lref = 6.272 fm spatial and Tref = 9.408 fm 
temporal lattice extents. We also explicitly compute the finite-size corrections 
that must be added to these results, which are given separately in the lower 
right panel. The first error is the statistical and the second is the systematic 
uncertainty, except for the contributions for which only a single, total error is 
given. Central values are medians; errors are s.e.m.

• First lattice prediction 
with errors matching 
the data-driven 
approach

• Current-current  corr.,
summed over all
distances and
integrated over time 
(TMR)

• Using a L∼6fm lattice 
(11fm for finite size 
corrections)

• Physical quark masses

• Strong and QED
isospin breaking corrs.



aμHVP : Tension between data-driven & BMW. Systema;cs
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Muon g-2: experiment vs theory

aSMµ = aQED

µ + aWeak

µ + aHVP

µ + aHLbL

µ = 116591810 (43)⇥ 10�11
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Meyer–Lellouch–Lüscher–Gounaris–Sakurai technique described in 
Supplementary Information; and (iii). the ρ–π–γ model of Jegerlehner 
and Szafron30, already used in a lattice context in ref. 31. Moreover, to 
reduce discretization errors in the light-quark contributions to aµ, 
before extrapolating those contributions to the continuum, we apply 
a taste-improvement procedure that reduces lattice artefacts due to 
taste-symmetry breaking. The procedure is built upon the three models 
of π–ρ physics mentioned above. We provide evidence that validates 
this procedure in Supplementary Information.

Combining all of these ingredients, we obtain as a final result 
aµ = 707.5(2.3)stat(5.0)syst(5.5)tot. The statistical error comes mainly 
from the noisy, large-distance region of the current–current correla-
tor. The systematic error is dominated by the continuum extrapola-
tion and the finite-size effect computation. The total error is obtained 
by adding the first two in quadrature. In total, we reach a relative 
accuracy of 0.8%. In Fig. 2 we show the continuum extrapolation of 
the light, connected component of aµ, which gives the dominant 
contribution to aµ.

Figure 3 compares our result with previous lattice computations and 
also with results from the R-ratio method, which have recently been 
reviewed in ref. 7. In principle, one can reduce the uncertainty of our 
result by combining our lattice correlator, G(t), with the one obtained 
from the R-ratio method, in regions of Euclidean time in which the lat-
ter is more precise19. We do not do so here because there is a tension 
between our result and those obtained by the R-ratio method, as can be 
seen in Fig. 3. For the total LO-HVP contribution to aµ, our result is 2.0σ, 
2.5σ, 2.4σ and 2.2σ larger than the R-ratio results of aµ = 694.0(4.0) (ref. 3),  
aµ = 692.78(2.42) (ref. 4), aµ = 692.3(3.3) (refs. 5,6) and the combined 
result aµ = 693.1(4.0) of ref. 7, respectively. It is worth noting that the 
R-ratio determinations are based on the same experimental datasets 
and are therefore strongly correlated, although these datasets were 
obtained in several different and independent experiments that we have 

no reason to believe are collectively biased. Clearly, these comparisons 
need further investigation, although it should also be kept in mind 
that the tensions observed here are smaller, for instance, than what 
is usually considered experimental evidence for a new phenomenon 
(3σ) and much smaller than what is needed to claim an experimental 
discovery (5σ).

As a first step in that direction, it is instructive to consider a mod-
ified observable, where the correlator G(t) is restricted to a finite 
interval by a smooth window function19. This observable, which we 
denote as aµ,win, is obtained much more readily than aµ on the lattice. 
Its shorter-distance nature makes it far less susceptible to statistical 
noise and to finite-volume effects. Moreover, in the case of staggered 
fermions, it has reduced discretization artefacts. This is shown in 
Fig. 4, where the light, connected component of aµ,win is plotted as 
a function of a2. Because the determination of this quantity does 
not require overcoming many of the challenges described above, 
other lattice groups have obtained it with errors comparable to 
ours19,20. This allows a sharper benchmarking of our calculation of 
this challenging, light-quark contribution that dominates aµ.  
Our aµ,win

light  differs by 0.2σ and 2.2σ from the lattice results of ref. 20 
and ref. 19, respectively. Moreover, aµ,win can be computed using the 
R-ratio approach, and we do so using the dataset provided by the 
authors of ref. 4. However, here we find a 3.7σ tension with our lattice 
result.

To conclude, when combined with the other standard-model con-
tributions (see, for example, refs. 3,4), our result for the leading-order 
hadronic contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon, a = 707.5(5.5) × 10µ

LO HVP
tot

−10‐ , weakens the long-standing dis-
crepancy between experiment and theory. However, as discussed above 
and can be seen in Fig. 2, our lattice result shows some tension with the 
R-ratio determinations of refs. 3–6. Obviously, our findings should be 
confirmed—or refuted—by other studies using different discretizations 
of QCD. Those investigations are underway.
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Fig. 4 | Continuum extrapolation of the isospin-symmetric, light, 
connected component of the window observable aµ,win, a( )isoµ,win

ightl . The data 
points are extrapolated to the infinite-volume limit. Central values are 
medians; error bars are s.e.m. Two different ways to perform the continuum 
extrapolations are shown: one without improvement, and another with 
corrections from a model involving the ρ meson (SRHO). In both cases the lines 
show linear, quadratic and cubic fits in a2 with varying number of lattice 
spacings in the fit. The continuum-extrapolated result is shown with the results 
from Blum et al.19 and Aubin et al.20. Also plotted is our R-ratio-based 
determination, obtained using the experimental data compiled by the authors 
of ref. 4 and our lattice results for the non-light-connected contributions. This 
plot is convenient for comparing different lattice results. Regarding the total 
aµ,win, for which we must also include the contributions of flavours other than 
light and isospin-symmetry-breaking effects, we obtain 236.7(1.4)tot on the 
lattice and 229.7(1.3)tot from the R-ratio; the latter is 3.7σ or 3.1% smaller than the 
lattice result.
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Meyer–Lellouch–Lüscher–Gounaris–Sakurai technique described in 
Supplementary Information; and (iii). the ρ–π–γ model of Jegerlehner 
and Szafron30, already used in a lattice context in ref. 31. Moreover, to 
reduce discretization errors in the light-quark contributions to aµ, 
before extrapolating those contributions to the continuum, we apply 
a taste-improvement procedure that reduces lattice artefacts due to 
taste-symmetry breaking. The procedure is built upon the three models 
of π–ρ physics mentioned above. We provide evidence that validates 
this procedure in Supplementary Information.

Combining all of these ingredients, we obtain as a final result 
aµ = 707.5(2.3)stat(5.0)syst(5.5)tot. The statistical error comes mainly 
from the noisy, large-distance region of the current–current correla-
tor. The systematic error is dominated by the continuum extrapola-
tion and the finite-size effect computation. The total error is obtained 
by adding the first two in quadrature. In total, we reach a relative 
accuracy of 0.8%. In Fig. 2 we show the continuum extrapolation of 
the light, connected component of aµ, which gives the dominant 
contribution to aµ.

Figure 3 compares our result with previous lattice computations and 
also with results from the R-ratio method, which have recently been 
reviewed in ref. 7. In principle, one can reduce the uncertainty of our 
result by combining our lattice correlator, G(t), with the one obtained 
from the R-ratio method, in regions of Euclidean time in which the lat-
ter is more precise19. We do not do so here because there is a tension 
between our result and those obtained by the R-ratio method, as can be 
seen in Fig. 3. For the total LO-HVP contribution to aµ, our result is 2.0σ, 
2.5σ, 2.4σ and 2.2σ larger than the R-ratio results of aµ = 694.0(4.0) (ref. 3),  
aµ = 692.78(2.42) (ref. 4), aµ = 692.3(3.3) (refs. 5,6) and the combined 
result aµ = 693.1(4.0) of ref. 7, respectively. It is worth noting that the 
R-ratio determinations are based on the same experimental datasets 
and are therefore strongly correlated, although these datasets were 
obtained in several different and independent experiments that we have 

no reason to believe are collectively biased. Clearly, these comparisons 
need further investigation, although it should also be kept in mind 
that the tensions observed here are smaller, for instance, than what 
is usually considered experimental evidence for a new phenomenon 
(3σ) and much smaller than what is needed to claim an experimental 
discovery (5σ).

As a first step in that direction, it is instructive to consider a mod-
ified observable, where the correlator G(t) is restricted to a finite 
interval by a smooth window function19. This observable, which we 
denote as aµ,win, is obtained much more readily than aµ on the lattice. 
Its shorter-distance nature makes it far less susceptible to statistical 
noise and to finite-volume effects. Moreover, in the case of staggered 
fermions, it has reduced discretization artefacts. This is shown in 
Fig. 4, where the light, connected component of aµ,win is plotted as 
a function of a2. Because the determination of this quantity does 
not require overcoming many of the challenges described above, 
other lattice groups have obtained it with errors comparable to 
ours19,20. This allows a sharper benchmarking of our calculation of 
this challenging, light-quark contribution that dominates aµ.  
Our aµ,win

light  differs by 0.2σ and 2.2σ from the lattice results of ref. 20 
and ref. 19, respectively. Moreover, aµ,win can be computed using the 
R-ratio approach, and we do so using the dataset provided by the 
authors of ref. 4. However, here we find a 3.7σ tension with our lattice 
result.

To conclude, when combined with the other standard-model con-
tributions (see, for example, refs. 3,4), our result for the leading-order 
hadronic contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon, a = 707.5(5.5) × 10µ

LO HVP
tot

−10‐ , weakens the long-standing dis-
crepancy between experiment and theory. However, as discussed above 
and can be seen in Fig. 2, our lattice result shows some tension with the 
R-ratio determinations of refs. 3–6. Obviously, our findings should be 
confirmed—or refuted—by other studies using different discretizations 
of QCD. Those investigations are underway.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author con-
tributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code 
availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03418-1.
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Fig. 4 | Continuum extrapolation of the isospin-symmetric, light, 
connected component of the window observable aµ,win, a( )isoµ,win

ightl . The data 
points are extrapolated to the infinite-volume limit. Central values are 
medians; error bars are s.e.m. Two different ways to perform the continuum 
extrapolations are shown: one without improvement, and another with 
corrections from a model involving the ρ meson (SRHO). In both cases the lines 
show linear, quadratic and cubic fits in a2 with varying number of lattice 
spacings in the fit. The continuum-extrapolated result is shown with the results 
from Blum et al.19 and Aubin et al.20. Also plotted is our R-ratio-based 
determination, obtained using the experimental data compiled by the authors 
of ref. 4 and our lattice results for the non-light-connected contributions. This 
plot is convenient for comparing different lattice results. Regarding the total 
aµ,win, for which we must also include the contributions of flavours other than 
light and isospin-symmetry-breaking effects, we obtain 236.7(1.4)tot on the 
lattice and 229.7(1.3)tot from the R-ratio; the latter is 3.7σ or 3.1% smaller than the 
lattice result.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Example continuum limits of a µ

ightl . The light-green 
triangles labelled ‘none’ correspond to our lattice results with no taste 
improvement. The blue squares repesent data that have undergone no taste 
improvement for t < 1.3 fm and SRHO improvement above. The blue curves 
correspond to example continuum extrapolations of improved data to 
polynomials in a2, up to and including a4. We note that extrapolations in 
a2αs(1/a)3, with αs(1/a) the strong coupling at the lattice scale, are also 
considered in our final result. The red circles and curves are the same as the 

blue points, but correspond to SRHO taste improvement for t ≥ 0.4 fm and no 
improvement for smaller t. The purple histogram results from fits using the 
SRHO improvement, and the corresponding central value and error is the 
purple band. The darker grey circles correspond to results corrected with 
SRHO in the range 0.4–1.3 fm and with NNLO SXPT for larger t. These latter fits 
serve to estimate the systematic uncertainty of the SRHO improvement. The 
grey band includes this uncertainty, and the corresponding histogram is shown 
with grey. Errors are s.e.m.

3.7 σ tension between BMW calculation and data-driven evaluation 
(KNT) for intermediate window !   
Need to quantify the differences between data-driven evaluations 
and the BMW results for the various energy/distance scales

aW
μ

[Borsanyi et al, arXiv:2002.12347, 2021 Nature]BMW20 [Borsanyi et al, arXiv:2002.12347, 2021 Nature]

BMW20: large systematics from continuum limit,
large taste-breaking corrections (`SRHO’)

Ø upper right panel: limit and uncertainty estimation

Ø lower right panel: limit for central `window’ compared
to other lattice and data-driven results (3.7σ tension) 



aμHVP : Window method for more detailed comparison
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Lattice HVP: Cross Checks

!9

• Use windows in Euclidean time to consider the different time 
regions separately.  
 
Short Distance (SD)      !  
Intermediate (W)          !  
Long Distance (LD)       !  
  
                            

• Compute each window separately (in continuum, infinite volume 
limits,…) and combine 

t : 0 → t0
t : t0 → t1
t : t1 → ∞

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0
dt w̃(t)C(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="bwdIsym4glyVPgnTM0fRxWwPX2s=">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</latexit>

aµ = aSDµ + aWµ + aLDµ

<latexit sha1_base64="0A4VaTTb7VMk7HAGUT6BXMvS530=">AAACIXicbVBNS8MwGE79nPOr6tFLcAiCMFqZuIsw1IMHDxPdB6y1pFm6hSVtSVJhlP0VL/4VLx4U2U38M2ZdD3PzgZAnz/u8vHkfP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/KaNEYNLAEYtE20eSMBqShqKKkXYsCOI+Iy1/cD2pt56JkDQKH9UwJi5HvZAGFCOlJc+sIs/hCbyE2f2UOoLDh5sRPJ0VWnPvO23wzJJVtjLARWLnpARy1D1z7HQjnHASKsyQlB3bipWbIqEoZmRUdBJJYoQHqEc6moaIE+mm2YYjeKyVLgwioU+oYKbOdqSISznkvnZypPpyvjYR/6t1EhVU3ZSGcaJIiKeDgoRBFcFJXLBLBcGKDTVBWFD9V4j7SCCsdKhFHYI9v/IiaZ6V7Ur5/L5Sql3lcRTAITgCJ8AGF6AGbkEdNAAGL+ANfIBP49V4N76M8dS6ZOQ9B+APjJ9ffhCh3w==</latexit>
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The RBC/UKQCD22 result in context

Colangelo et al. 2022/Lat
RBC/UKQCD 2022

ETMC 2022
Mainz 2022

ChiQCD 2022 OV/HISQ
ChiQCD 2022 OV/DWF

Aubin et al. 2022
ETMC 2021

LM 2020
BMW 2020 v1

Aubin et al. 2019
RBC/UKQCD 2018

195 200 205 210 215
aµ, ud, conn, isospin, W-0.4-1.0-0.15 × 1010

I 3.9� tension of RBC/UKQCD22 with Colangelo et al.
22/Lattice

I More on RBC/UKQCD18 on next slide

17 / 24

Plot from C Lehner’s talk at the recent TI Edinburgh workshop 5-9 Sept.

• 3.9𝛔 tension betw. RBC/UKQCD 2022 and data-driven
[Colangelo, El-Khadra, Hoferichter, Keshavarzi, Lehner, Stoffer, Teubner (22)]

• + FNAL/HPQCD/MILC result unblinded 206.1(1.2). (LatticeNET workshop Benasque)

• Agreement of different lattice results, check of universality betw. lattice methods

corrected for `ud, conn, isospin’

Another ∼4𝛔 puzzle:

• Lattice QCD `easiest’ in
the middle window

• Comparison not direct, 
but heavier quark and 
iso-spin breaking 
contributions unlikely 
to change much 

• So why is there such a 
large disagreement w. 
the data?



aμ
HVP : Window Fever, where to go from here
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• Shorter term: further window studies, with short- and long-distance windows 
needed to better understand the emerged discrepancy

• Longer term: full aμ with high precision from other lattice collaborations

• For now there is a puzzle

• Could σhad be _so_ wrong?  ➞ independent check via MUonE, see following talks

- If cross sections would shift up at energies above ∼1-2 GeV, this would change 
Δα(MZ

2) and the SM EW precision fits would be in trouble
[Crivellin, Hoferichter, Manzari, Montull (‘20) / Keshavarzi, Marciano, Passera, Sirlin (‘20) / Malaescu, Schott (‘20)] 

- Most important 𝛑+𝛑- channel constrained by analyticity and unitarity.
First detailed comparisons of lattice with data-driven window evaluations show 
that to reconcile data-driven with lattice ∼40% of the shift must come from above 
1 GeV for any reasonable cross section shifts (so not only 𝛑+𝛑- would need change)

[Colangelo at recent LatticeNET workshop in Benasque 11-17 Sept. 2022]



Pathways to solving the puzzles

15

• No easy way out!

• BSM at high scales?  Many explanations for `4.2σ’ puzzle, few seem natural

• BSM `faking’ low σhad?  Possible but not probable 
[DiLuzio, Masiero, Paradisi, Passera Phys.Lett.B 829 (2022) 137037]

…or even new hadronic states  (like sexa-quarks [Farrar, 2206.13460]) ?

• To avoid any possible bias, blinded analyses are now standard, both for 
experiments (g-2 and σhad) and lattice

• KNT just started blinding their combination machinery too, in preparation 
for the next major inclusion of new data

• More than 20 new sets already available (since KNT19), 
but no big changes expected, and the current WP prediction still stands



Outlook: g-2 experiment E989 at FNAL

16

Run 4/5, aiming for 
another factor of ~2 
reduction in error

Run 2/3 analysis in progress, aiming to 
reduce experimental error by 2 by spring.  
Systematics on track for < 100 ppb.

Run 1 results ~6% of full stats, 434 ppb stat⊕ 157 ppb syst errors 

FNAL E989:  Run-2, 3, 4, 5 already on tape (but sVll blinded)

Material thanks to Becky Chislett’s talk at the recent TI Edinburgh workshop 5-9 Sept.



Outlook: g-2 experiments

17

Run-6 will start in October this year, the final data taking of the experiment

• This was planned to take mu- data but this is no longer possible as the FNAL directorate have said there 
isn’t enough resources

• Running parasitically sharing the beam with Mu2e

• We will take data with mu+ which will both
• Increase our statistics
• Allow for further systematic studies

• Some further reductions in systematics due to improvements, extra studies and increased statistics

FNAL: Run-6

Material thanks to Becky Chislett’s talk at the recent TI Edinburgh workshop 5-9 Sept.

J-PARC:
• New experiment with completely different approach under construction at J-PARC

• Will have no electric field and run at low muon momentum

• Data taking planned to start in FY 2027 with first results two years later

➨



Crdi

Resonant Laser Ionizajon of Muonium

Production target
(20 mm)

3 GeV proton beam
( 333 uA)

Surface muon beam 
(28 MeV/c)

Muonium Produc\on 
(300 K ~ 25 meV⇒2.3 keV/c)

Silicon
Tracker

66 cm

Super Precision Storage Magnet
(3T, ~1ppm local precision)



Outlook / Conclusions
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• The s>ll unresolved muon g-2 discrepancy has triggered a lot of experimental & 
theory ac>vi>es, including experiments, the Muon g-2 Theory Ini>a>ve & laQce

• Much progress has been made for HLbL which previously was seen as the bobleneck 

• For HVP dispersive, the TI published a  conservaTve & robust  consensus

- no significant changes since WP20, but
- soon (game-changing?) new data for 2π  and other channels from

BaBar,  CMD-3,  BES III  and  Belle II

➤ if they will `agree’, the error aμ
HVP, LO (dispersive) will go down significantly

-- but further theory input (NNLO rad. corrs. & MCs) will become crucial, too

➤ the resolu>on of the puzzle in the crucial 2π channel requires new data

➤ this may (not) help to solve the  new puzzle with laQce HVP predicTons

…a"er many years there is s-ll a lot to learn from g-2.  BSM?



Extras



aμ
HVP : Higher orders & power counting; WP20 values in 10-11  

➤ All hadronic blobs also contain photons,
i.e.  real + virtual corrections in σhad(s)

• LO:  6931(40)

• NLO:  - 98.3(7)

from three classes of graphs:
- 207.7(7) + 105.9(4) + 3.4(1)    [KNT19]

(photonic,  extra e-loop, 2 had-loops)

• NNLO:  12.4(1) [Kurz et al, PLB 734(2014)144,
see also F Jegerlehner]

from five classes of graphs:
8.0 - 4.1 + 9.1 - 0.6 + 0.005

➥ good convergence,
iterations of hadronic blobs  _very_  small

➠ `double-bubbles’ very small: 21



aμ
HVP : short detour: Higher orders   Double Bubbles

22

• What if the blob in is a `double-bubble’ ?

• Purely leptonic graphs (left diagram below) are part of four-loop QED corrections 

• But possibly enhanced contribu>ons from mixed hadronic-leptonic double bubble 
graphs (right diagram above) are not included in the hadronic NNLO HVP 
correc>ons quoted above

• Our recent work has es>mated these remaining NNLO contribu>ons to aμ to be 
below 1 × 10-11 and hence not cri>cal at the level of the experimental accuracy

M Hoferichter + TT,  Phys. Rev. Le+. 128 (2022) 11, 112002

!1

!2

π±

!



HVP: White Paper comparison

A. El-Khadra Wine & Cheese, 18 June 2020 !26

BDJ19 DHMZ19 FJ17 KNT19
aHVP, LO
µ ⇥ 1010 687.1(3.0) 694.0(4.0) 688.1(4.1) 692.8(2.4)

Table 4: Full evaluations of aHVP, LO
µ from FJ17 [27], DHMZ19 [6], KNT19 [7], and BDJ19 [235]. The uncertainty in DHMZ19 includes an

additional systematic uncertainty to account for the tension between KLOE and BABAR.

DHMZ19 KNT19 Di↵erence

⇡+⇡� 507.85(0.83)(3.23)(0.55) 504.23(1.90) 3.62
⇡+⇡�⇡0 46.21(0.40)(1.10)(0.86) 46.63(94) �0.42
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� 13.68(0.03)(0.27)(0.14) 13.99(19) �0.31
⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 18.03(0.06)(0.48)(0.26) 18.15(74) �0.12

K+K� 23.08(0.20)(0.33)(0.21) 23.00(22) 0.08
KS KL 12.82(0.06)(0.18)(0.15) 13.04(19) �0.22
⇡0� 4.41(0.06)(0.04)(0.07) 4.58(10) �0.17

Sum of the above 626.08(0.95)(3.48)(1.47) 623.62(2.27) 2.46

[1.8, 3.7] GeV (without cc̄) 33.45(71) 34.45(56) �1.00
J/ ,  (2S ) 7.76(12) 7.84(19) �0.08

[3.7,1) GeV 17.15(31) 16.95(19) 0.20

Total aHVP, LO
µ 694.0(1.0)(3.5)(1.6)(0.1) (0.7)DV+QCD 692.8(2.4) 1.2

Table 5: Selected exclusive-mode contributions to aHVP, LO
µ from DHMZ19 and KNT19, for the energy range  1.8 GeV, in units of 10�10. Where

three (or more) uncertainties are given for DHMZ19, the first is statistical, the second channel-specific systematic, and the third common systematic,
which is correlated with at least one other channel. For the ⇡+⇡� channel, the uncertainty accounting for the tension between BABAR and KLOE
(amounting to 2.76 ⇥ 10�10) is included in the channel-specific systematic.

2.3.5. Comparison of dispersive HVP evaluations
The di↵erent evaluations described in the previous sections all rely on data for e+e� ! hadrons, but di↵er in

the treatment of the data as well as the assumptions made on the functional form of the cross section. In short,
the evaluations from Sec. 2.3.1 (DHMZ19) and Sec. 2.3.2 (KNT19) directly use the bare cross section, the one
from Sec. 2.3.3 (FJ17) assumes in addition a Breit–Wigner form for some of the resonances, and the evaluation
from Sec. 2.3.3 (BDJ19) relies on a hidden-local-symmetry (HLS) model. For certain channels, most notably 2⇡ and
3⇡, constraints from analyticity and unitarity define a global fit function or optimal bounds that can be used in the
dispersion integral to integrate the data, see Sec. 2.3.4 (ACD18 and CHS18 for 2⇡). In this section, we compare the
di↵erent evaluations and comment on possible origins of the most notable di↵erences in the numerical results.

Table 4 shows the results of recent global evaluations. We start with a more detailed comparison of DHMZ19
and KNT19. At first sight, both evaluation appear in very good agreement, but the comparison in the individual
channels, see Table 5, shows significant di↵erences, most notably in the 2⇡ channel, which di↵ers at the level of
the final uncertainty. For the 3⇡ channel, both analyses are now in good agreement, between each other as well as
with a fit using analyticity and unitarity constraints [5], which produces 46.2(8) ⇥ 10�10, see Eq. (2.30). Previous
tensions could be traced back to di↵erent interpolating functions [5, 268, 269]: since the data is relatively scarce
o↵-peak in the ! region (and similarly, to a lesser extent, for the �), while the cross section is still sizable, a linear
interpolation overestimates the integral. Both DHMZ19 and KNT19 analyses include evaluations of the threshold
region of the 2⇡ channel, either using ChPT or dispersive fits, as well as, going back to Ref. [208], estimates for the
threshold regions of ⇡0� and 3⇡ below the lowest data points, based on the chiral anomaly for the normalization and !
dominance for the energy dependence (following Ref. [270] for ⇡0� and Refs. [271, 272] for 3⇡). The corresponding
estimates, 0.12(1) ⇥ 10�10 for ⇡0� and 0.01 ⇥ 10�10 for 3⇡, agree well with recent dispersive analyses, which lead
to 0.13 ⇥ 10�10 [273] and 0.02 ⇥ 10�10 [5], respectively.17 Finally, a di↵erence of about 1.0 ⇥ 10�10 arises from the
energy region [1.8, 3.7] GeV depending on whether data (KNT19) or pQCD (DHMZ19) is used. Summing up these

17Since the 3⇡ threshold contribution is very small, it does not matter for aµ that in this case ! dominance from Refs. [271, 272] noticeably
underestimates the cross section.
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Detailed comparisons by-channel and energy range between 
direct integration results: 

+ evaluations using unitarity & analyticity constraints for !  and !  channels 
    [CHS 2018, HHKS 2019]
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HVP: White Paper merging procedure

Conserva`ve merging procedure developed during 2019 Seaale TI workshop:

• Accounts for the different results obtained by different groups based on the same or
similar experimental input

• Includes correla>ons and their different treatment as much as possible

• Allows to give one recommended (merged) result, which is conserva>ve w.r.t.
the underlying (and possibly underes>mated) systema>c uncertain>es

• Note: Merging leads to a bigger error es>mate compared to individual evalua>ons;
error `corridor’ defined by embracing choices goes far beyond 𝛘2

min infla>on

➠ aμ
HVP, LO = 693.1 (4.0) × 10-10 is the result used in the WP `SM2020’ value

• This result does not include lajce, but is compa>ble with published full lajce results 
apart from the BMW predic>on: 

aμ
HVP, LO (BMW) = 707.5 (5.5) × 10-10 [Nature 2021] ⤳ 1.5/2.1 σ tension w. exp/WP20

Many efforts are ongoing to understand this new puzzle, see e.g. talks at the TI workshop Edinburgh 
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aμ
HLbL : WP Status/Summary of Hadronic Light-by-Light contributions

• data-driven dispersive & lattice results have confirmed the earlier model-based predictions

• uncertainty much better under control and at 0.15ppm already sub-leading compared to HVP

• lattice predictions now competitive, good prospects for combination and error reduction to ≤ 10%

hadronic models + pQCD

la|ce QCD + QED (a}er WP)

la|ce QCD + QED

data-driven

TI White Paper 2020 value:

aμ
HLbL = 92 (18) × 10-11 ✓
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aμ (SM): White Paper https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physrep.2020.07.006

White Paper [T. Aoyama et al, arXiv:2006.04822], 132 authors, 82 institutions, 21 countries 

A. El-Khadra Wine & Cheese, 18 June 2020

Summary Table

!56

Contribution Section Equation Value ⇥1011 References

Experiment (E821) Eq. (8.13) 116 592 089(63) Ref. [1]

HVP LO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.7 Eq. (2.33) 6931(40) Refs. [2–7]
HVP NLO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.8 Eq. (2.34) �98.3(7) Ref. [7]
HVP NNLO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.8 Eq. (2.35) 12.4(1) Ref. [8]
HVP LO (lattice, udsc) Sec. 3.5.1 Eq. (3.49) 7116(184) Refs. [9–17]
HLbL (phenomenology) Sec. 4.9.4 Eq. (4.92) 92(19) Refs. [18–30]
HLbL NLO (phenomenology) Sec. 4.8 Eq. (4.91) 2(1) Ref. [31]
HLbL (lattice, uds) Sec. 5.7 Eq. (5.49) 79(35) Ref. [32]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.10) 90(17) Refs. [18–30, 32]

QED Sec. 6.5 Eq. (6.30) 116 584 718.931(104) Refs. [33, 34]
Electroweak Sec. 7.4 Eq. (7.16) 153.6(1.0) Refs. [35, 36]
HVP (e+e�, LO + NLO + NNLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.5) 6845(40) Refs. [2–8]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice + NLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.11) 92(18) Refs. [18–32]
Total SM Value Sec. 8 Eq. (8.12) 116 591 810(43) Refs. [2–8, 18–24, 31–36]
Di↵erence: �aµ := aexp

µ � aSM
µ Sec. 8 Eq. (8.14) 279(76)

Table 1: Summary of the contributions to aSM
µ . After the experimental number from E821, the first block gives the main results for the hadronic

contributions from Secs. 2 to 5 as well as the combined result for HLbL scattering from phenomenology and lattice QCD constructed in Sec. 8. The
second block summarizes the quantities entering our recommended SM value, in particular, the total HVP contribution, evaluated from e+e� data,
and the total HLbL number. The construction of the total HVP and HLbL contributions takes into account correlations among the terms at di↵erent
orders, and the final rounding includes subleading digits at intermediate stages. The HVP evaluation is mainly based on the experimental Refs. [37–
89]. In addition, the HLbL evaluation uses experimental input from Refs. [90–109]. The lattice QCD calculation of the HLbL contribution builds on
crucial methodological advances from Refs. [110–116]. Finally, the QED value uses the fine-structure constant obtained from atom-interferometry
measurements of the Cs atom [117].

0. Executive Summary

The current tension between the experimental and the theoretical values of the muon magnetic anomaly, aµ ⌘
(g � 2)µ/2, has generated significant interest in the particle physics community because it might arise from e↵ects
of as yet undiscovered particles contributing through virtual loops. The final result from the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) experiment E821, published in 2004, has a precision of 0.54 ppm. At that time, the Standard
Model (SM) theoretical value of aµ that employed the conventional e+e� dispersion relation to determine hadronic
vacuum polarization (HVP), had an uncertainty of 0.7 ppm, and aexp

µ di↵ered from aSM
µ by 2.7�. An independent

evaluation of HVP using hadronic ⌧ decays, also at 0.7 ppm precision, led to a 1.4� discrepancy. The situation was
interesting, but by no means convincing. Any enthusiasm for a new-physics interpretation was further tempered when
one considered the variety of hadronic models used to evaluate higher-order hadronic light-by-light (HLbL) diagrams,
the uncertainties of which were di�cult to assess. A comprehensive experimental e↵ort to produce dedicated, precise,
and extensive measurements of e+e� cross sections, coupled with the development of sophisticated data combination
methods, led to improved SM evaluations that determine a di↵erence between aexp

µ and aSM
µ of ⇡ 3–4�, albeit with

concerns over the reliability of the model-dependent HLbL estimates. On the theoretical side, there was a lot of activity
to develop new model-independent approaches, including dispersive methods for HLbL and lattice-QCD methods for
both HVP and HLbL. While not mature enough to inform the SM predictions until very recently, they held promise
for significant improvements to the reliability and precision of the SM estimates.

This more tantalizing discrepancy is not at the discovery threshold. Accordingly, two major initiatives are aimed
at resolving whether new physics is being revealed in the precision evaluation of the muon’s magnetic moment. The
first is to improve the experimental measurement of aexp

µ by a factor of 4. The Fermilab Muon g � 2 collaboration is
actively taking and analyzing data using proven, but modernized, techniques that largely adopt key features of magic-
momenta storage ring e↵orts at CERN and BNL. An alternative and novel approach is being designed for J-PARC. It
will feature an ultra-cold, low-momentum muon beam injected into a compact and highly uniform magnet. The goal
of the second e↵ort is to improve the theoretical SM evaluation to a level commensurate with the experimental goals.
To this end, a group was formed—the Muon g�2 Theory Initiative—to holistically evaluate all aspects of the SM and
to recommend a single value against which new experimental results should be compared. This White Paper (WP) is
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